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ABSTRACT  

This article analyzes the assessment of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth 

Circuit in re: Jayson Reynosa: Frankfort Digital Services et al. v. Sara L. Kastler, United 

States Trustee et al (2007). Non-attorneys were accused of unlawful act of regulation for 

providing liquidation request administrations through internet based legitimate 

programming or master frameworks in regulation laid out for recording insolvency appeal 

shapes. The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit found, in addition to 

other things, that appellants were liquidation request preparers, not attorneys, who had 

surpassed their authoritative dispatch by offering legitimate counsel and administrations 

disregarding California regulation controlling lawful practice and 11 U.S.C. Bunch. 110 

of the Bankruptcy Code, while breaking down the legitimate results of non-attorneys 

involving lawful programming in the course of action of lawful curves (2002). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Law Society's decision forcing plan of action for persuading administrations was 

removed in 1987 in the United Kingdom. This differentiations pointedly with the United 

States, where the legitimate calling desirously watches its turf by banishing non-attorneys 

from persuading, lawful records planning, and some other exercises viewed as the standard 

work of legal counselors or legally characterized as the act of regulation. Evidently, the 

principle methodology for defending this limitation is to guarantee the nature of legitimate 

administrations and to safeguard the overall population from unsuitable lawful specialists 

who, while receiving the full rewards of legitimate practice, oftentimes keep away from the 

contrasting commitments that customarily support the attorney client relationship. 

For instance, the British firm Desktop Lawyer, which uses its "Rapides" programming to 

give refreshed on the web and disconnected legitimate reports for individual and business 

clients, utilizes a disclaimer technique that explicitly excludes the firm from any obligation 

because of the utilization of its "clever" lawful records. Legitimate Zoom, a similar web 

firm situated in the United States that gives lawful information and records, is another 

model. It depicts itself as a supplier of legitimate file administrations and will not go into a 

"attorney client relationship" with its clients. The previously mentioned firms' hesitance to 
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acknowledge liability regarding any commitments emerging from their semi-legitimate 

administrations or go into any arranged connections like those between an attorney and a 

client is apparently taught by the standards disallowing laypeople from alluding to 

themselves as legal advisors. 

And, once all is said and done, the audacity of non-lawyers using legal or semi-legal 

services while denying responsibility for obligations arising from their activities has 

instilled animosity in enemies. For example, while criticizing bookkeepers' intrusions on 

lawyers' turf, Gateau claimed that bookkeepers had demonstrated their inability to "offer 

broad running classification or unwaveringness and the insurances that those obligations 

attempt to ensure," and warned that if lawmakers did not intervene, the legal profession 

would become plainly undefined from bookkeeping additional time. Gibeaut's viewpoints 

are emblematic of the ferocious professional turf fencing (often fueled by prescriptive 

instructive preparation and required expert enrollment) that defines most professions, such 

as pharmaceutical. 

2. Legal Software or Expert Systems in Law Defined 

Master frameworks, in everyday terms, are a blend of modernized thinking and a particular 

sort of learning intended to do errands, tackle issues, and give educate that is regularly the 

right concerning human comprehension. Master frameworks in regulation or lawful 

programming are explicitly particular for legitimate information recuperation, legitimate 

reasoning, and issue goal in the domain of legitimate information science, drawing on 

fundamental lawful data set resource or data. 

 

 

Figure: 1  Legal Software or Expert Systems in Law Defined 

Regardless of the way that master frameworks in regulation are generally utilized for legal 

independent direction, legitimate information the executives, and recuperation by judges, 
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lawful researchers, and attorneys, their application for lawful reasoning and direction 

presently can't seem to be completely custom-made, and has had little achievement. 

Coincidentally, master overall sets of laws or legitimate programming developers that give 

business (see figure on the web and detached PC interceded lawful administrations are 

presently omnipresent, with related legitimate externalities going from negligence gambles 

for attorneys to likely charges of unapproved practice of regulation for non-attorneys in the 

United States 

 

3. The Decision  

3.1. The decision of the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District of 

California 

The Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District not set in stone, in addition to other things, 

that appellants were chapter 11 request preparers who had occupied with the unlawful act 

of regulation since they were not attorneys. The Bankruptcy Court dismissed the 

appellants' case that they just possessed a site that permitted indebted individuals across the 

United States to get to insolvency programming, as follows: 

Destinations don't show up out of the blue, and they aren't kept up with similarly. People 

set up them; they're posted on the Internet; and not the webpage gives help. The overall 

population makes a site that gives help. 

3.2. The decision of the United States Bankruptcy Appellate Panel for the Ninth 

Circuit 

The key issues in the appeal before the United States Bankruptcy Appellate Panel for the 

Ninth Circuit were whether the Bankruptcy Court got it wrong when it decided that 

appellants were section 11 solicitation preparers, and whether the Bankruptcy Court got it 

wrong when it decided that appellants were liquidation advance preparers. Second, 

whether the Bankruptcy Court erred in seeing appellants engaged in the unlicensed conduct 

of regulation. Third, whether the Bankruptcy Court failed to notice that the appellants were 

participating in unethical, inappropriate, or deceptive behaviour, and if the engaging party 

should be entitled to a refund of any expenditures paid for the use of chapter 11 

programmes. 43 The Bankruptcy Appellate Panel upheld the finding of the Bankruptcy 

Court for the Northern District of California, concluding, among other things, that 

appellants were indebtedness demand preparers under 11 U.S.C. Association. 

3.3. The US Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit's decision 

The appellants took their case to the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit 

in the wake of being disappointed with the Appellate Panel's choice. The Court of Appeals 

inspected the arrangements of 11 U.S.C. Bunch. 110(a) (1) of the U.S. Section 11 Code, 

which characterizes a liquidation solicitation of readiness as "... a man, other than a legal 
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advisor or an attorney's laborer, who gets ready for pay a file for recording." The Court of 

Appeals dismissed appellants' contention that "... the creation and obligation regarding 

programming customized utilized by a licensee to set up their bankruptcy outlines isn't 

availability of a report for recording under the resolution," and held that the product at 

issue qualified as a preparer's liquidation demand. 

4. Unauthorized Practice of Law Legislations: Legal And Judicial Constructs: A 

Puzzle 

Regardless, the Parsons Technology case shows the innate uncertainty in the legal 

beginnings and legitimate improvement of the meaning of 'unapproved routine as for 

regulation' in the United States. This uncertainty makes it much more challenging for clear 

legitimate investigations into when the utilization of legitimate programming by non-

attorneys could verge on illicit everyday practice corresponding to regulation 

authorizations. Regardless of the way that the Texas legitimate correction consolidated 

contemplated conversation with relative sureness, finishing the Parsons Technology case, 

non-attorneys who make, offer, scatter, or utilize lawful programming are apparently 

vulnerable against unapproved practice of regulation charges in states that miss the mark 

on Texas-style contingent legal avoidance.. 

Point of fact, the meaning of what comprises a legitimate demonstration in the United 

States has every now and again transmitted lawful and political consequences, while its 

lawful and administrative constructions consistently shift from one locale to another. 

Earlier endeavors by the American Bar Association to restrict unlicensed legitimate 

practice through the organization of a "Articulation of Principles" were passionately tested 

by antitrust controllers, and the US Supreme Court announced them infringement of 

antitrust regulations.. 

The most troublesome part of controlling unapproved routine comparable to lawful 

activities is the trouble in understanding the exact boundaries of what establishes a 

legitimate demonstration. Decided in the United States have been correspondingly baffled 

and unsuitable to nail down the right significance of what a demonstration of regulation is 

because of inborn legal unclearness, and have liked to take a "extraordinarily designated 

technique" to dismantling the expression. In the Reynosa case, for instance, the United 

States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit noticed the term's hesitance, which California 

courts have perceived as including "legitimate counsel and guide, as well as the drafting of 

lawful instruments and gets." At that point, the Court of Appeals refered to the earlier 

California instance of Baron v. Los Angeles, in which the court expressed that "deciding if 

a given development falls inside this essential standards could be a huge Endeavor." 

4 Discussions 

The relevant inquiry is whether Reynosa is great regulation for an expansive suggestion 

that non-attorneys can't involve master frameworks in regulation or legitimate 

programming in the United States? Seemingly, the response would perpetually rely upon 
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the genuine conditions of each case in light of the fact that, and essentially, neither current 

realities of the case nor the choice of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth 

Circuit explicitly approve such a wide proposition.62 The Court really declined to 

communicate any perspectives on whether the utilization of legitimate programming alone, 

or different sorts of PC projects would as such comprise the act of law.63 However, the 

Court saw that the liquidation programming in Reynosa offered more than administrative 

types of assistance via naturally figuring out where to put data given by the account holder 

and providing legitimate references. This as per the Court added up to authoritative records 

arrangement and presenting of lawful advice.64 

The product did, for sure, go a long ways past offering administrative types of assistance. It 

figured out where (especially, in which plan) to put data given by the debt holder, chose 

exclusions for the borrower and provided pertinent legitimate references. Giving such 

customized direction has been held to establish the act of law.65 

5.1 Outright prohibition on non-attorney utilization of legitimate programming by 

States' regulations could probably encroach on government antitrust regulations 

Individuals are typically prohibited from pursuing any understanding or sharing in any 

blend or interest in limiting commerce or business, or cornering trade among States, under 

the Sherman Antitrust Act72. 73 States, on the other hand, are completely immune to the 

Sherman Act's provisions, thanks to the judicially created state movement special case rule 

(Trujillo 2006), which was approved by the US Supreme Court in the 1943 decision of 

Parker v. Brown. 74 

The primary methodology of the state movement avoidance show is the maintenance of 

federalism's guidelines, which would allow states to enact guidelines that, while 

anticompetitive in nature, are intended to protect the public authority assistance of their 

individual citizens. 75 The state action exemption rule, on the other hand, isn't completely 

lacking, and a quick review of current real factors in Parker v. Brown is necessary to make 

heads or tails of the significance of the precept for assessing the possible antitrust limit to a 

total ban on non-lawyer use of genuine programming. 

According to the California Agricultural Prorate Act, which typically limited how raisins 

producers may market their crops, the California council supported a showcase specialised 

for agrarian commodities in Parker. 76 The guideline, in particular, hampered competition 

among raisins growers and limited the costs at which raisins were offered to packers who 

cared for and sold the raisins on intestate marketplaces. 77 The Act's main goals were to 

preserve California's plant richness and minimise financial waste in the advancement of 

agricultural cultivation. 78 The guideline was challenged on the grounds that it infringed 

on the Sherman Act's antitrust game plans, according to the redrafting, who was a designer 

and raisins packer. 79 

5.2 General prohibition on non-attorney utilization of legitimate programming could 

cross paths with the established business provision tenet. 
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The Constitutional Commerce Clause arrangements of Article 1, Section 8, Clause 3 of the 

United States Constitution, which allow Congress to control business and exchange 

broadly and internationally, are a related impediment to the states' unapproved practise of 

regulation regulations that completely prohibit non-attorneys from involving legitimate 

programming or master frameworks in regulation. 101 The US Supreme Court declared in 

Healy v. The Beer Institute that "this proven grant of power to Congress likewise envelops 

a verifiable or 'torpid' hindrance on the capacity of the states to allow legislation 

influencing highway activity." 102 The Supreme Court had already articulated comparative 

perspectives in Parker v. Brown, 103, when it noticed: 

Unless they are bound by the Constitution or their acts contradict with powers given to the 

National Government or Congressional legislation imposed in the exercise of such powers, 

state legislatures are sovereigns inside their borders. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In a broad sense, this paper evaluates the decision of the United States Court of Appeals 

for the Ninth Circuit in the Reynoso case. The non-legal counsellors accused of giving part 

11 solicitation of administrations through ace frameworks in regulation intended for 

recording bankruptcy appeal to outlines were charged with unapproved routine about 

regulation. The Court of Appeals found, among other things, that appellants were part 11 

solicitation of preparers who outperformed their authority by providing legitimate counsel 

and legitimate administrations in nullification of California regulation controlling lawful 

practise and 11 U.S.C. Request. 110 of the Bankruptcy Code (2002). 

The verdict of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in the Reynoso case 

is evaluated in this paper in a broad sense. The appellants, who were not attorneys, were 

charged with violating the law by supplying part 11 solicitation of administrations using 

ace platforms in the regulation intended for recording bankruptcy appeals to outlines. The 

Court of Appeals found, among other things, that appellants were part 11 solicitation of 

preparers who had outperformed their authority by providing legitimate counsel and 

legitimate administrations in nullification of California regulation controlling lawful 

practise and 11 USC Request. 110 of the Bankruptcy Code (2002). 
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